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Have to know which database 
to choose from

Many steps query tool

Have to know indicator name

Download one indicator 
at a time



Make Data Convenient
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Make Data Open
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Make Data Convenient:

Making Data Open
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Open data doesn’t have to be complex
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✓Not only query tools –
make data easily 
searchable

✓Bulk downloads of 
CSV/XLS files + APIs

✓Terms of use



Make Data Convenient:

Making Data Interoperable
Technical Interoperability

 Data formats (downloadable, 
machine-readable)

 Different types of data (ex. Geo-
special data)

 Open source tools

Conceptual Interoperability

 Extensible, open-ended, modifiable 
standards

Future-proofing our data ecosystem
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Make Data Credible
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Make Data Credible:

Relevance, Transparency, Reproducibility
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Make Data Friendly
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Open data is important for gender 
equality
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Open data is important for gender equality
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Source：Global Findex
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Source：Women, Business and the Low and Global Findex (2014) 



Drives Women’s economic empowerment through data and knowledge 
sharing

“This type of capacity building and access to information is key; it helps us 
understand that as women we often do not know our rights. I was able to 
learn about women’s rights in other countries and how progress is being 
achieved. It enabled me to see how others started the process we are trying 
to undertake in my country, and build on the examples,” 

“Our women and girls are not aware of most of their rights. And we can’t 
promote change in laws without learning about what our neighbors and 
other countries have done that can have a positive impact on women. We 
don’t always have access to this type of information, and learning about 
laws that can promote women’s economic empowerment and more 
inclusive policies for women is critical for our advocacy work”
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